FESTIVE LIGHTS CENTERPIECE

Begin by trimming your floral foam to fit tightly inside your pot. Start arranging a layer of greens at the bottom, securing the stems into the foam around the base. Secure your two candles into the top center of the foam. Then begin building up the structure by arranging the pears, using wooden picks to secure them to the foam. Fill in with clusters of ornaments and greens.

MATERIALS
Festive Lights
1. Terra cotta pot, (spray it gold or another shimmery color to make a dressier piece)
2. Florist foam, and hobby knife
3. 6-8 Red Anjou pears
4. Holiday greens
5. 2 10” Tapers
6. Ornament clusters
7. Wooden florist picks

PEARS & ORNAMENTS ARRANGEMENT

Begin with a base layer of holiday greens in a bowl. Arrange the pears and ornaments on top of them. You’re done! This arrangement works well on an entry or coffee table, as well as on a dining table.

MATERIALS
Pears & Ornaments
1. Bowl, or other base
2. 6-8 Green Anjou pears
3. Holiday greens
4. Silver holiday ornaments